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INTRODUCTION
Scope
As the title suggests, the scope of this report is twofold. The
primary topic is the SeaSat A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS) engineering
assessment as defined in the SASS Engineering Assessment Plan (Initial
Phase) dated March 9, 1978. In addition, selected material and information,
not required for engineering assessment per se but considered particularly
interesting will be interspersed throughout, and an overview of
significant mission events will be included. The pu rpose in not restricting
the scope here to engineering assessment alone is to include information
that needs to be documented and otherwise may not be.
In the Engineering Assessment Plan, the following tasks were outlined
as Langley Research Center (LaRC) responsibilities.
1) Pre-launch support of the Mission Planning Team (MPT)
2) Pre and post launch support of the Spacecraft Performance Analysis
Team (SPAT)
3) Pre and post launch support of the Algorithm Development Worming
Group (ADWG)
4) Validation of the Instrument Data Processing System (IDPS) software
with respect to SASS status data handling and processing and engineering
unit (EU) conversion of SASS analog data, excluding cell location
a	 processing.
5) The initial phase (Phase I) of the post launch engineering
assessment or hardware evaluation of the SASS.
1
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Items 1, 2 and 3 have been satisfactorily completed and require no
further comment. The bulk of this report will deal with items 4 and 5. C ;
Objective
The prime objective of Phase I Engineering Assessment was to assuz°e
the Project Office at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) that SASS Sensor
Data Records (SDR's) contain a correct engineering data base and that
the instrument was operating properly so that SASS SDR's may be released
for geophysical data processing. This objective was met by performing
tasks 4 and 5 uLder the following basic conditions.
a) Data to be used must be restricted to the first 30 days of
operation.
b) The hardware evaluation is based solely on SDR products. This
does not include PR/PT and 00 , where
PR/PT
 = Ratio of received to transmitted power
6°	 = Radar scattering coefficient.
c) Even though cell location processing is an IDPS function, its
validation is dependent upon 00 computations; therefore, it is
being handled independently and for the purposes here will not be
considered part of Phase I Engineering Assessment.
The Phase I objective has been met with a high level of confidence
in spite of these constraints, and the primary purpose of this report is
to demonstrate the work that has been done and the specific conclusions that
have been drawn in the process. In general, it will be sl-own that the IDPS
software is acceptable and the scatterometer operated properly in orbit.
3Approach
The approach taken in Phase I Engineering Assessment differs somewhat
from the original plan due to a pair of problems that developed after
launch. First an acceptable flow of data from JPL was not established until
three months after launch, and secondly the satellite power system failure
terminated the mission after 3-1/2 months. These circumstances affected
Engineering Assessment in that the a 0 algorithm was operational by the
time data became available making some tasks that had been planned using
only SDR products unnecessary, and with the satellite failure all
evaluation was being done "after the fact" making the establishment of
certain baseline performance criteria for future monitoring unnecessary.
After the satellite failure, Phase 11 Engineering Assessment was deleted,
therefore, the "Phase I" distinction will be dropped at this point.
A background overview of the scatterometer experiment itself and the
instrument is included here in an effort to make this report as self
contained as possible. The software and hardware evaluation tasks were
independent of each other, and will be discussed separately. It was
required that 2 sets of software be validated, namely that used at JPL by the
IDPS and that used at Goddard Space Flight Center by the Project Operations
Control Center (POCC). The POCC software assumed added importance after
launch with the time lag in getting data to JPL. In parallel with this,
an evaluation of the 1DPS Sensor Performance Summary (SPS) Software was
conducted. As confidence in the TDPS software developed, the hardware
evaluation proceeded using continuous data listings (C-TABS) and SPS listings
for both short term, frame-by-frame, and long term functional and
•' Y
engineering checks. Transmitter and receiver performance were studied in
a limited fashion but no SASS end-to-end evaluation was possible since PR
and ao were not available for use in Engineering Assessment. Finally,
a brief exercise to determine the usefulness of the SASS science voltage
output at the SDR level in judging end-to-end instrument performance was
included. The correlation between the science voltage output and
Cro at nadir and $° incidence was used since the true performance of
the SASS as a wind sensor lies in its ability to measure ao.
r.
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Experiment
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	 Microwave scatterometers have been shown to be sensitive to ocean
surface wind speed and direction in previous aircraft programs and the
`
	
	 Skylab S-193 experiment. Figures 1 and 2 are examples of data gathered by
LaRC with an aircraft scatterometer and used as the basis for the
satellite instrument and data inversion algorithm designs. Figure l
demonstrates the dependence of Go
 on wind speed for given incidence
angles, and the following equation couples 6 to the parameter actually
sensed by the scatterometer, PR , plus other tractable terms.
o PR
X 	
( 47r) 3R3
	
6	
PT A2L^L G 
o
2 ( GG) 2	 A.s 0
PP = received power
P =T	 transmitted power
R = slant range
a = free-space wavelength
L = footprint length in broad beam plane
= 3-dB beamwidth in narrow beam plane
^;	
f
Go = peak antenna gain
k	 G/Go = relative gain at given incidence angle
Figure 2 shows the behavior of 6° with wind direction for given wind speeds.
x
	
	 The periodicity in Qo vs wind direction will create ambiguities, primarily in
wind direction, which must be removed from the satellite measurement. Figure 3
6i
LI	 depicts the scatterometer swath and the nominal incidence angle distribution
t	 _
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across the swath. The 4 SASS antennas illuminated patches on the surface
that were further subdivided by doppler filtering, In this way, the
following fundamental user requirements were met.
User Requirements
Wind Speed - 4 to 24
 
in/see (±2 m/sec or ±^.0%)
Wind Direction - 360 0 (t200)
Swath - 1000 km
Resolution - 50 x 50 km
Grid Spacing - 100 km
These requirements were derived from user interest in surface wind
measurements as inputs to ocean wave forecast models and to weather
forecasting models, and they formed the basis for defining instrument
characteristics. A thorough description of the methods used to develop
instrument performance requirements and design characterization for the
SASS is given by Grantham, et. al.
Instrument
The scatterometer electronics package and the 4 fully deployed antenna
assemblies are situated on the SeaSat-A satellite as shown in Figure 4.
Each antenna assembly is approximately 300 cm long and consists of 2
antennas. , one horizontally polarized and the other vertically polarized.
The electronics package is connected to the antennas through 8 independent
waveguide sections. The.scatterometer electronics manufacturer was the
General Electric Company's Valley Forge Space Division, the antennas were
provided by Aerojet ElectroSystems of Azusa, California, and the satellite
4
a
'Grantham., W. L., Bracalente, E. M., Jones, W. L., Johnson, J. W.:
The SeaSat A Satellite Scatterometer, IEEE J. Oceanic Eng., Vol. OE-2,
pp. 200-206, April 1977
T1 r'r
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contractor Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) of Sunnyvale, California
supplied the 8 waveguides interconnecting the electronics with the antennas.
Figures 5 and G are photographs of one antenna assembly and the scatterometer
electronics package respectively.
The conceptual block diagram of the scatterometer in Figure 7 shows the
major components and subsystems. The SSS/LQ is a frequency synthesizer that
provides the transmitter excitation before upconversion to approximately
14.6 GHz and all required local oscillator signals at the receiver. Local
oscillator signals at 2 different frequencies are provided for the second
mixing stage so that selection of the proper one allows use of the same set of
doppler filters for both forward looking (positive doppler) and aft looking
(negative doppler) measurements. The transmitted signal is interrupted cw at
17% duty factor and 100 watts peak power out of the TWT, which is a Hughes
8294H from the Electron Dynamics Division in Torrance, California. The
antenna switching matrix (ASM) selects the transmuting/receiving antenna for
each backscatter measurement by switching in a periodic fashion as defined by
the selected instrument operating mode. In all operating modes, a backscatter
measurement is made every 1.89 sec. and an antenna switching cycle is.completed
every 7.56 sec. The noise source provides a periodic receiver gain calibration
if
	
	
every 240 sec. A tunnel diode amplifier (TDA) is used for the first stage of
amplification and Sets the receiver noise figure at less than 5.7 dB over the
`
	
	
full receiver temperature range. Using range gating and doppler filtering
techniques in the Scat Processor, measurements of return signal from 15
contiguous cells on the ocean surface plus background noise power (S+N) and
noise power only (H ONLY) are made. This amounts to 30 science data values every
81.89 see. tizat, when corresponding pairs of S+N and N ONLY are processed, result
in 15 measurements of . PR
 which are proportional. to 6 . The Digital Controller
takes the spacecraft clock and generates.the timing functions and commands
required by the various subsystems, and it also assembles the scatterometer
data stream and interfaces it with the block formatted satellite data system.
The SASS uses both +28 VDC unregulated and +28 VDC regulated power from the
spacecraft. The following table provides an overview of the instrument
characteristics.
Instrument Characteristics
Operating Frequency 14-59927 GHz
Receiver Noise Figure 5.7 dB*
Receiver Dynamic Range >45 dB
Receiver Resolution < 0.1 dB
RF Output Power 100 Watts
DC Input Power 136 Watts
Weight 63 kg
Envelope Dimensions 110 x 48 x 30 cm3
*With baseplate temperature @ 330C
The operational status of the scatterometer is determined by the
position of latching, electromechanical relays and non-latching solid
state switches located in the instrument itself. The diagram in Figure
shows the sequence of commands of both types conventionally required in
operations. First, the SASS ENABLE and HVPS ENABLE * commands switch the
latching relays to couple the regulated and unregulated 28 VDC spacecraft
HVPS denotes the High Voltage Power Supply.
a
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power to the instrument subsystems. Secondly, any one of the 10 nonlatching
"MODI" commands may b y
 selected to place the instrument in any one of `3
Z
	 data modes, in the Continuous Calibrate mode or return it to the Standby
mode. The 8 data modes are defined in Figure 9. They differ from one
G
	 another only by the particular antenna switching scheme that is unique to
each. The measurements in any of the 8 modes are periodic in 7.56 sec.
Modes 1 and 2 offer single polarization measurements over the full swath,
Modes 3 and 4 provide dual polarization over one half swath, ' and Modes 5 thru 8
provide single polarization measurements over one half swath but offer double
the integration time for enhanced accuracy. The fundamental cycle is
t1u,ough antenna position such that in Modes 3 and 4 both horizontal and
vertical polarization measurements are made before stepping to the next
antenna. Table 1 outlines the nominal electrical behavior of the instrument
in the various operating modes. Clearly, there are no differences in
Modes 1 thru 8 and the changes that occur in Continuous Calibrate and Standby
have only to Qo with the TWT and the HVPS. In Continuous Calibrate the
1 1WT beam is inhabited and the output power goes to zero but the high voltage
is undisturbed, however in Standby the high voltage is also removed from
the TWT.
►
	
	 Some comments on thermal control pertinent to the overall design are
appropriate here. The satellite contractor was responsible for the thermal
r
control of the electronics package and to some extent the antennas. The
satell-te thermal design included heaters on the back of the scatterometer
baseplate and adsorptive/reflective louvers attached to the edges of the
baseplate:, both aimed at maintaining the temperature between O°C and 350C.
The antennas were conductively isolated from the spacecraft. The locations
U..
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of the 24 electronics package temperatures are-listed in Appendix A.
A summary of the SASS data is given below.
Data Stream Summary
DATA TYPE ALLOCATION
SYNC 31 bits
STATUS 56 bits
HOUSEKEEPING 280 bits (28 WORDS)
SCIENCE 300 bits (30 WORDS)
SPARES 153 bits
TOTAL 820 bits
Both.bi-level and 10 bit analog words are formatted serially in a data
stream containing 820 total bits per frame which is updated once every
1.89 sec. Appendix A is a complete list of all parameters in the
scatterometer data stream along with the identification number for each
and its location in a given frame. The 24 electronics package and
40 antenna assembly temperature monitors are subcomnutated such that 3
and 5 temperature values respectively are reported in each data frame,
thereby requiring 8 frames of data for a complete set of temperature
measurements.
s
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
The purpose of this section is to document and discuss the significant
events for the entire mission that concern the scatterometer. Therefore, its
scope will not be limited to engineer'ng assessment. Table 2 lists the events
'	 considered to be the most significant and Figure 10 summarizes descriptively
the event sequence.
Engineering Assessment 01Perations.
Table 2 shows the scatterometer antennas being deployed during the
second orbit. They were deployed in pairs with the second pair following the
first by only 25 seconds. Each deployment took approximately 15 seconds to
complete. This close timing was not satisfactory from the scatterometer
viewpoint since it would not have allowed time to postpone the second
command for problem and work around considerations had the first deployment
been unsuccessful. The requirement for rapid deployment of all antennas
for the sake of satellite orbit and attitude stabilization was favored
over the aforementioned risk. It is not tl.e point here to criticize
the final plan but just to reiterate that scheduling the SASS antenna
deployments only 25 seconds apart was considered a risk to the scatterometer
experiment.
The scatterometer was turned on in the following sequence with respect
to the other sensors approximately 10 days after launch. This sequence
allowed an evaluation of the scatterometer in the low voltage condition
for 2 orbits prior to turning the high voltage and transmitter on. It also
provided for RFI data to be taken as other sensors came on sequentially.
11
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Sensor Turn--On Sequence
Event SASS Command Rev# Time
SASS On SASS Off (Initialize) 139 187/1819:20
SASS Enable 139 1819:50
HVPS Enable 111 2144:o4
Operate Mode 4 141 2147:24
SMMR On 113 188/0057:00
VIRR On 144 0244:00
ALT On 145 o4Og : 0o
SAR On 150 1220:00
f
x
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The first 30 days of scatterometer operation were designated the
engineering assessment period. Figure 11 shows the basic mode sequencing
plan followed with the orbit numbers noted at the beginning and end of
each major period. A prime consideration in arriving at this plan was to
limit instrument mode changes in the beginning. Therefore, it was left in 	
i
the prime data taking mode (i.e. Mode 4) making dual polarization measurements
for the first 6 days. Next, Modes 1 and 6 were used for 6 days each making
full swath and double integration time or enhanced resolution measurements
respectively, thus demonstrating the main instrument capabilities. The
next 6 day period was used to exercise the other 5 data modes. Finally,
engineering assessment was completed by running a "6 Day Orbit Normal"
sequence, including Continuous Calibrate and Standby, that was to be the
standard scatterometer operating procedure, repeating every 6 days, for the
mission duration. The. rationale used in defining this mode sequence was
developed based on science requirements, was not pertinent to engineering
i
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assessment, and need not be discussed here. On July 15, JASIN operations
began where the instrument was switched to either Mode 3 or Mode 4 for
x,	 20 minutes when the satellite passed over the JAS1N experiment site in the
North Atlantic, always returning to the mode planned for engineering
assessment. The objective here was to generate data for comparison with
JASTN in situ measurements and aircraft underflight data. Appendix B is a
complete list ofi all modes used and time tagged_ as executed except where
data gaps prevented verification. In such cases, the Command Request
Profile (CRP) times are listed. Execution of a mode command generally
came 4-5 seconds after the CRP time. The entire "6 Day Orbit Normal' is
not listed but the sequences shown are typical for all orbits. The flight
operations for engineering assessment were completed on August 6.
Thermostat Failure
Thermal Control of the scatterometer was to be maintained by the
satellite. Heaters with thermostats were used for automatic thermal
control of the scatterometer baseplate. Power was provided to both the
SASS heaters and a similar altimeter heater circuit through a common switch
so that both were either powered or unpowered. This sets the stage for a
temperature or heater circuit problem that lasted from July 24 through most
Ir
of the rest of the mission. The scatterometer was designed to operate
within specification with the baseplate temperature between OoC and 350C.
A failure of the altimeter control thermostat resulted in operation of the
scatterometer at marginally low temperatures for approximately 82% of the
mission. The details of instrument performance, including low temperature
effects, are contained in the Haxdware Evaluation section.
The thermostats used here were the Texas Instruments M2 type rated at
2.0 A. The scatterometer heater circuit drew 6.5 A and.the altimeter 4.7 A.
	
T•. y
Consequently, the altimeter thermostat failed closed on about July 24, and
the scatterometer thermostat appeared to be intermittently sticking in the
closed position. Both instruments required heat but at less than a 100%
duty factor at this point in the mission, thus the altimeter began to
overheat. The operational solution required switching the heater circuit
power to maintain an. acceptable heating duty factor for both sensors. This
allowed the altimeter to operate continuously. It turned.out that the only
compatible thermal. condition Dept the altimeter near its maximum allowable
temperature and the scatterometer just below its minimum allowable temperature
for most of the rest of the mission. The heater duty factor required was
approximately 30% on July 24 and decreased to 0% as the angle with respect
to the Sun changed.
When the thermostat failure was recognized, the altimeter had overheated
and the heater circuit power was turned off. During this period of preliminary
failure analysis and operational. "work around" definition, one monitor point
on the scatterometer baseplate reached -6.600 which turned out to be the
minimum for the mission. The scatterometer was designed to survive baseplate
temperatures as low as -10 00 and no damage was suffered during these heater
circuit failure exercises.
Orbit Adjust Maneuvers
,j	 Each maneuver operation is listed in .Table 3 along with the time that
`	 the thruster burn actually occurred.. There were 5 individual maneuvers
of
	 with the thrusters actually firing for .approximately 30 seconds to 7 minutes.
Maneuvers are worth noting because the satellite attitude and sensor
^t
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pointing are disturbed and because the plan included turning the sensors
off during thruster firings. The scatterometer off tunes, which total.
approximately 21 hours, are listed below. The SASS was left on during
Cal Burn #2 due to a lack of understanding of the requirement by Mission
Planning Team personnel.
SCATTERONIETER OFF TIMES
Maneuver SASS Off SASS On
Cal Burn #1 227/0110:30 227/1029:02
Orbit Adjust #1 230/0108:30 230/0938:32
Cal Burn #2 SASS Left On
Orbit Adjust #2 238/0817:14 238/1102:59
Orbit Trim 253/0108:00 253/0119:10
A note of caution is due here. The requirement to turn the
scatterometer off during a maneuver was derived from the fear that local
press-are changes due to thruster emissions might cause RF arcing at the
antennas or even high voltage arcing in the electronics package. Exhaust
plume characteristics were defined by the satellite contractor in other
studies and existing information did not indicate that a thruster firing
would affect the SASS environment. Also, electromechanical relays were
switched in the process of turning the scatterometer off and on, ana this
was considered to be a relatively high risk operation that should be avoided,
particularly early in the mission. In the early mission planning just
prior to launch, maneuvers were scheduled within days of turning the
scatterometer on. In light of the exhaust plume information that existed,
the planned maneuver schedule, and the risks involved in switching relays,
the issue of sensor operations during maneuvers was poorly resolved.
16
Low Bus Voltage Problem
On August 28, overloading of the spacecraft power system on successive
orbits caused the spacecraft bus voltage to continually decl.i.nc until on
Rev 891 the Altimeter tripped off just prior to reaching a minimum bus
voltage of 21.8 VDC. With the Altimeter off, the loading condition was
relieved and eventually operations and mission planning personnel realized
what had occurred and corrective action was taken.
Figure 12 is a plot of bus voltage as a function of time from the
ascending node on Rev 891 and is useful in describing the basic problem. At
this point in time, the satellite was in occultation for the longest period
during each orbit and in the minimum available power period expected for the
entire mission. Figure 12 shows occultation on Rev 891 lasting 27 minutes.
The satellite contractor's power model used for mission planning purposes
operated on an orbit average basis and predictable transient effects, such
as occultation., could be taken into account. The events following occultation
in Figure 12 were evidently not taken into account properly. The solar
collector panels are designed to sense their angle with respect to the sun
and if less than some minimum value to rotate 180 0 . The heaters were
being operated at 12 - 1/2% duty factor at this point. After occultation,
plus a battery charging time of less than 5 minutes, the solar panels
rotated and the heaters came on further discharging the batteries for
another 20 minutes. On each successive Rev leading up to the Altimeter
going off, the minimum bus voltage dropped. By the time of the next
station pass at Hawaii, the bus voltage had recovered so that the problem
was not apparent to the operations personnel.
^	 f
The only low voltage effects on the scatterometer were a proportionate
increase in HVPS input current from 2.30 A to approximately 3.0 A and an HVPS
T	
temperature increase of approximately 1°C. The regulated bus voltage did not
begin to drop. No scatterometer damage was sustained and performance was not
a
affected.
Aircraft Under-flights.
The mission for the SASS was to infer, through empirical models, surface
wind speed and direction by sensing the normalized radar cross section or
scattering coefficient, a , of the roughened ocean surface. Consequently,
the satellite instrument must be calibrated in terms of o°. This is being
done by comparing satellite data to data taken simultaneously with a calibrated
aircraft scatterometer. The aircraft scatterometer was calibrated to an
accuracy better than 0.5 dB and it was installed on the Johnson Space Center
C-130 (NASA 929) for a series of underflights which were conducted from
i
August 23 through September 30 in conjunction with the JASIN and GOASEX
experiments in the North Atlantic add..Gulf of Alaska respectively. Table 3
outlines the JASIN and GOASEX data sets. Nine underflights covering
11 satellite Revs were conducted, including 3 in the Atlantic off the eastern
coast of the U.S., in winds From 7-35 knots. GOASEX and the last 2 east
A
coast flights are considered the prime data sets due to the
high wind conditions, which should give high signal-to-noise
measurements in the outer cells. The underflight program was considered
successful, and an excellent calibration of the satellite instrument is
expected.
18
Satellite Failure
On October 10 the satellite power system failed at approximately 0312 GMT
over the Oakhanger (OAK) ground station in Farnsborough, England, and the last
contact with the satellite was on Rev 1503 at 0408 :28 GMT. The cause of the
failure was determined to be short circuiting of slip ring contacts in the
solar array assembly. This short circuited both the batteries and the charj.ing
system and drained the batteries to the point where the satellite was lost in
approximately 1/2 orbit. The data in Figure 13, taken real time at the
Oakhanger, Santiago (AGO), and Orroral (ORR) gourd stations, shows piecewise
from acquisition of signal. (AOS) to loss of signal (LOS) the decay in the
unregulated bus voltage and the corresponding effects on the SASS regulated
bus voltage and the SASS current drawn from the unregulated bus. The
interesting features here are the sudden 3-1/2 volt drop when the short circuit
occurred, the last .available data before losing the satellite of 19.0 volts
unregulated, and the SASS undervoltage trip at 25.4 volts regulated. The
undervoltage trip occurred on day 283 at 0406:30 turning the scatterometer
transmitter off as designed and at precisely the same value of regulated bus
voltage as determined in subsystem tests. As signal was lost at the Orroral
station the scatterometer receiver continued to operate with no apparent
damage to the instrument but with most parameters reacting to the lot
voltages.
Figures 13-16 demonstrate the scatterometer behavior as the sat(
failed. The HVPS input current increased proportionately for the mo:
as the unregulated bus voltage decreased until the sudden drop to 0.E
when the undervoltage trip turned the transmitter off. The transmitl
t
output power began to drop before the cathode voltage started losing
aregulatioa probably as a.result of a drop in drive power, filament current,
etc. in response to the lower bus voltages. The cathode voltage begins to
drop at 21.1 volts unregulated and this was the prime cause for the power
drop. As the cathode voltage decreases, the beam begins to defocus and
the tube body current increases sharply. Figure 16 shows the response of i
the SASS internal power supplies as the regulated bus voltage drops below
28 volts. Most of these supplies appear to go out of specification in the
neighborhood of 26.25 volts.
The scatterometer gathered data almost continuously for 95.5 days
prior to the satellite failure.
'S
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SOFTWARE EVALUATT014
The following software packages have been evaluated.
a. Sensor Data Record (SDR)
b. Sensor Performance Summary (BPS)
c. Project Operations Control Center (POCC)
	 s
Items a. and b. were developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and c. was
developed at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The validation of SDR processing
was required in order to guarantee that correct data products were available
for geophysical processing, and it was necessary to evaluate the BPS software
to define the utility and limitations of BPS listings in routine sensor
monitoring and health assessment. Even though cell location processing is
done at the SDR level it will not be discussed in this report. The POCC
processing system was designed to accommodate sensor assessment to the degree
required for operations only. With the severe data availability time lag
created by the projects inability to deliver data tapes to JPL, the POCC
system became critical to the scatterometer team for engineering assessment in
general. Even though POCC operations terminated when the satellite failed,
a summary of the processing validation is appropriate here.
SDR Validation
SDR processing validation consisted of verifying that all scatterometer
status parameters, which are mostly bi-Level, are interpreted properly and
used properly in SDR processing, and verifying that engineering unit conversion
of all analog parameters was done correctly. All data discrepancies identified
20
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in the engineering assessment activity were determined to be ground data
system rather than SASS hardware problems and consequently will be discussed
in this section along with a general data quality analysis.
Continuous frame by frame listings of the 12 data sets, one in each
instrument operating mode, given in Fable 4 were reviewed in detail and no
errors in the handling of either status or analog parameters were found.
Analog parameter EST conversions were evaluated by a direct counts--to EU
comparison for all. parameters in a single frame of data. The frame
chosen was at 2325:00 GMT on day 187, and the results are in Appendix C.
The temperature interpolations on transmit power and TWT filament
current are being done correctly at JPL. The 2 values 2 dB apart for L.O.
power exist because JPL-was not discriminating between the high and low
frequency L.O. calibration curves based on the value of parameter SS715
(High Frequency Select) as planned. The low frequency L.O. curve is being
used for all data, but this was not considered a major problem and the
software was not modified. The remaining electrical parameters, including
science voltages from 0.1564-4.97 .5 volts, are being converted correctly.
Figures C.l and C.2 compare the Lockheed calibration data used
in the JFL software with the calibration data specified by Langley.
Figures C.1 and C.2 deal with electronics package temperature words 43, 44
s	 _
and 45. All LMSC data used in converting word 43 and data for certain
parameters on words 44 and 45 were updated at one point in the LMSC
calibration book. Some parameters on words 44 and 45 were not changed. It
is clear that all updated calibrations are quite accurate while those not
updated may be as much as 1.5 00 low. Originally LMSC did not use all of
22	
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the data supplied by LaRC in their curve fitting routine and lost accuracy.
In any case, this was considered acceptable for the electronics package
temperatures. The ASM temperature was the lowest point monitored during
the mission, is measured on word 43, and is accurate. The conversion
processing itself using the LMSC calibration data is correct. 	 I
The antenna temperatures are converted to 0  in the Langley Antenna
Squint Angle Determination Algorithm rather than using the LMSC calibration
curves. In this algorithm, temperature is a function of the Thermistor
Reference Voltage. A comparison of computations made at Langley with values
produced with the JPL software is included in Appendix C. There are
discrepancies approaching 20C caused by taking the reference voltage from
the data frame immediately preceding the frame for which temperature is
being computed. In the short term the reference volt o
 is stable to <t2
counts and the worst case sensitivity to reference voltage appears to be,
A Ant . Temp 
< 1 oC/COUNT
A Ref Volt
for antenna temperatures around - 0 0C. Antenna temperatures are reported
by the instrument in groups of 5 per frame, and all temperature pairs used
for differential computations in the algorithm lie in the same 5 word
group. Therefore, reference voltage errors would not significantly affect
squint estimates based on temperature differentials. The algorithm's
sensitivity to bulk temperature error is .0022° in squint per oC. Clearly
a 2oC temperature error translates to an insignificant squint error of
<.0050 . The antenna: temperature processing accuracy was considered
acceptable and no software corrections were requested.
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BED processing of all SASS parameters, excluding cell Location, is
considered acceptable for the 4.8 C verpion software.
Once SASS data began flowing in large quantities through the JPL system,
it became apparent that the quality was poor. For this reason, an error
analysis was undertaken using a limit test on 3 static SASS 10 bit words
(SYNC words), SS873
-$75. These parameters have :fixed bit patterns and
decimal, equivalent values. Out of a population of 1.45 x 106 samples,
273 errors were detected for a probability of an error occurring in a given
10 bit SASS parameter approximately equal to 1 in 5 x 10 3 frames of data.
For the scatterometer, this must be translated to the probability of error
in a cF° measurement to judge data quality in terms of the geophysical
measurement. SASS parameters that couple to the eo
 computation contribute
to the probability of error in a science measurement as follows:
P(U' ERROR) =	 1	 x Z Multipliers
5 x 103
where the multipliers are given below,
r
Contributing Parameter Multipliers
Antenna Beam. I.D. 3
Antenna Temperature 75
Ant. Temp. Ref. Voltage 60
Directional Detector Temp. 30
ASM Temperature 116
Transmit Power 15
Receiver Gain State 0.2
Science Voltages 2
TOTAL 301.2
e.g., a single Transmit Power error causes 15 do errors, one in
m
	
each measurement cell.
'. y
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and the likelihood of a science measurement error is equal to the
probability of a oo error. For the scatterometer, P(ao
 Error) = 1/16.
However, filtering tests have been included in the SASS a° algorithm
designed to eliminate unreasonable data. For example, the limit test
96 watts <PT < 101 watts is performed on each value of transmit power,
and if the test is failed then the value from a latest available data
(LAD) table is substituted. If all values rejected are truly bad data,
r
and if the LEAD value is considered accurate, then P(ao Error) reduces to
1 in 2.3 x 10 3 measurements. This is considered acceptable even though
the error rate on the raw data is surprisingly high..
SPS listings were used to identify data discrepancies during
engineering assessment, and continuous C-TAB listings were used to
resolve each o_,e. Because of the data quality problem just discussed, a,
discrepancy was considered legitimate only if it lasted more than 1 frame
and correlated properly with other parameters. Eighteen of these were
identified and all proved.to
 be either multiple single frame errors or caused
by data gaps. Therefore all data discrepancies are considered resolved and
none were related to the SASS hardware.
SPS Evaluation
The basic SPS report types are as follows:
a. Standard Reports
Type 1 - Statistics
Type 2 - Event marking
Type 3 - Limit checking
25
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b. Special Reports
1. Continuous instrument status verification
2. High voltage and TWT filament timers
The following table identifies each SASS standard report, gives the
processing type (i.e., 1, 2, or 3) for each, and describes the content
of each.
SPS CONTENTS
FIST # REPORT TYPE DESCRIPTION
1 2 Operating Mode
2 1 and 2 HVPS/TWT
3 l and 2 Housekeeping
4 1 SEP Temperatures
5 3,6 3 7,8 1 Ant. Temperatures
9 1. Sat. Parameters
10 1 and 3 Spares
11 1 S+N Cal
12 1 N ONLY Cal
13 1 CH-15 Noise
- Special Status
- Special HVPS/TWT Timers
Appendix D is a complete SPS for Day 188 covering a standard 6 hour period,
in this case 1759:59 -- 2352:33, which includes examples of each report type.
SPS processing was evaluated primarily using a continuous listing (C-TAB)
from day 187/2323:50-2326:02. The SPS evaluation identified a number of
processing problems, all of which have been corrected except for the
following,
a. List 10 - Wrong units for grounded spares.
b. List 13 - Ocean zone filtering incorrect.
c. Special Status Report - Was not thoroughly validated.
^' i^
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d.	 The Max/Min test in all Type 1 Standard Reports is useless due
to data quality.
Items a. and b. were not pursued because these lists were not being used.
The special status .report (item C) was expected to be one of the most useful I
SASS reports but the poor quality of SeaSat . data rendered it useless. u
Therefore its validation was dropped.
	 Likewise regarding item d. this test ±
was intended for intermittent failure screening and for dynamic temperature
information but was useless because of poor data quality. s
i
SPS evaluation is complete and the software as of 4.8C is considered
acceptable for the given quality of SeaSat data.	 However, the poor data
quality significantly limits the usefulness of SPS listings.
POCC Validation
The operation at POCC was designed to provide data in the following
forms primarily in real time during ground station passes..
a.	 CRT display
b.	 CRT page hard copy
c.	 All parameter hard copy
Appendix E is a complete set of scatterometer pages that could be displayed
on the CRT.	 All SASS parameters could not be included on a single CRT page
so provisions were made to provide a hard copy listing that included a	 1
complete frame of data.	 In addition, data gathered during station passes
could be played back non-real time at selected speeds.
	 The POCC processing
evaluation included status parameter handling and EU conversions in CRT
pages and the all data listings.
A number of problems existed at launch and were corrected.	 The results
of this evaluation, as listed in Appendix C, are based on the final software.
s:
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All status parameters were checked using CRT pages and are handled. correctly.
No temperature corrections were planned for transmit power and filament
current and they differ in comparison to the JPL products accordingly. The
high frequency rather than low frequency L.O. curve was used for L.O. power
and a switch was planned, but the satellite failed. The other electrical
parameters are straightforward except for the science voltages that were not
available for comparison due to an all data listing problem that will be
discussed shortly.
All temperatures were converted correctly. The calibration curves
for a reference voltage of 5.0 volts were in the PQCC system and the voltage
was actually 5.1 volts; consequently, errors as a function of temperature
itself as great as 100C with the antennas at -7000 existed. This effect has
been taken into account in Appendix C. Figure C.3 shows that the LMSC
calibration data is correct and the tabulated values compare well.
A deficiency existed with the all data listing that became a major
problem as a result of the 3 month time lag in data availability at JPL.
All data "snapshots", which were intended to produce frame-by-frame lists
of all SASS data, were required as the prime tool for engineering assessment,
even though this was counter to the original intent for the PQCC system.. It
P	 was determined that the data was not buffered at the printer resulting in the
mixing of data from many SASS frames in each "snapshot". This problem
was being resolved when the satellite failed.
Within a few days after launch the PQCC processing was considered
acceptable except for the data buffering problem at the printer.
v^
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HARDWARE EVALUATION
The scatterometer was turned, on and began transmitting at 21+7:19 GMT
on July 6 and ceased transmitting due to the undervoltage trip on October 10
at 0106;30 GMT. After subtracting the total time off for maneuvers this
yields a total operating time of 2,-:o0 hours or 95.5 days. The hardware
validation for engineering assessment is based on data available from the
antenna deployment events just after launch and the first 30 days of
operation. This was restrictive only in determining electronics package
and antenna, temperature behavior versus sun. angle over the planned 1 year
mission duration, but the short satellite life makes this indeterminant.
The data sets in Table 4 were used along with SPS listings from Days 187-218
to conduct the validation tests outlined in Table 5. item 1 is a detailed
verification that all status and engineering parameters are correct and self
consistent on a frame-by-frame basis in all 10 operating modes. In addition,
mode switching, fault circuit status, and engineering housekeeping data were
reviewed using SPS listings. Items 2-5 are selected receiver performance
tests that could be conducted using SDR products only. The exception is the
RFI test where results from the PR algorithm were available and were
required for a Legitimate RFI conclusion to be drawn. The transmitter can
only be evaluated up to the TWT output, using SDR products, and then only in
terms of an average power measurement. The pulse shape and radiated power
cannot be verified. Tasks 6 and 7 are attempts to define the usefulness of
the S+11 voltages on the SDR for monitoring the end-to-end performance of
the scatterometer.
28
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Antenna Deployments
The SASS antenna assemblies had independent deployment mechanisms
and were deployed in pairs. The deployment angle with respect to the
spacecraft axis was specified to be 91.6 ± 0.20. Deployment tests on the
mechanisms alone were successfully run at LMSC during satellite component
testing and the antennas were fully deployed during the RFI test at LMSC.
Therefore, the accuracy and repeatability of the deployment mechanisms
themselves was established and a single, end-to--end calibration was made.
But, the end-to-end ability to verify correct deployment through the deployment
sensor (a potentiometer) and satellite data system was not planned. The
repeatability of the sensor was expected to be on the order of 10
 at best,
and the data system resolution was }0.5 0 . Clearly the deployment monitoring
system was not designed to verify in orbit deployment angle and was not tested
sufficiently to even define its own capability. With this in mind, the
following data were reported at POCC after full deployment of the antenna
assemblies in orbit.
Antenna Assembly Deployment Angle
1 92.00
2 90.60
3 90,70
4 92.50
It is left for the aircraft underflights to account for antenna gain
versus incidence angle at the earth's surface in the end-to-end
scatterometer calibration.
R,.I
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Engineering and Status
The data sets in Table k, each greater than 4 minutes Long, were used
to verify the following status items in all 10 modes by frame-by-frame
	
r
inspection using C TABS.
a. Antenna sequence
 
A
b. L.O. selection
c. Temperature subcommutation
d. Calibration cycle
e. Noise diode switching
f. Science voltage gain state identification
A frame-by-frame correlation of particular engineering parameters such as
TWT cathode voltage and transmit power with status indicators such as mode
number and calibrate status was required.
SPS listings over the . first 30 days were the prime data source for the
instrument functional validation. Eighty eight percent of the engineering
data gathered during this period was delivered by 3PL to Langley as SPS listings.
Approximately 43% of this data was processed on software after 4 .8C. The
main deficiency, with respect to the scatterometer, in SPS listings generated
before 4.8C, was an incorrect standard deviatiun computation in all
Standard Report 1's. Therefore, a virtually continuous record of the mean
value, averaged over 6 hour periods, of each analog parameter plus the
standard deviation for approximately half of the records was reviewed.
The results of this are listed in the Key Parameter Matrix, Table 6. All
electrical parameters were stable throughout the assessment period except
for slight temperature effects on a few, none of which
E.
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affected system level quantities such as transmit power or receiver
Noise Figure. Table 6 demonstrates that the instrument met all goals and
specifications and duplicated its pre launch behavior. The in orbit
receiver Noise Figure is slightly lower than the other values since the
temperature of the instrument was lower than the nominal condition (250C)
for the pre-launch tests. The 5.2 dB does agree with thermal vacuum data
at comparable temperatures from satellite system tests. Maximum and minimum
temperature averages are given for the electronics package since absolute
max and min data from the Standard Reports 1's was not reliable. These
minimum values were reached on Day 205 during the Altimeter heating circuit
thermostat failure and subsequent heater cycling exercises and returned to
-20 minimum on the baseplate for the rest of the mission. The lowest
temperature reached by any subsystem was -10.7 0C on the ASM during this same
period. The antenna temperatures were lower at times than the predicted
value of -67°C but never below the -90°C qualification test value. SPS
listings were also used to verify that the instrument switched modes properly
and that no faults occurred (e.g. body current trip, etc.).
Since the electronics and antenna thermal environments were less
predictable prior to launch than the electrical characteristics, thermal
»	 data is particularly interesting. Figure 17 shows the temporal behavior
of the max and min baseplate temperatures and typical antenna temperature
extremes over the first 30 days. The upper pair of curves are taken from
the 6 electronics baseplate temperature monitors. On day 187 the SASS was
turned on and warmed up from approximately 3 oC to 22oC after all other
sensors began operating. All temperatures are stable with a spread of
about 4°C between the 6 monitor points, most of which is variation
Y
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with time over the 6 hour SPS period. The excursions around Day 205 are
results of the Altimeter thermostat failure and subsequent heater bus
cycling exercises. After a heater duty cycle was determined the baseplate
temperatures again settled down around a median value of 0 C C and a spread
of approximately 7°C. This spread consists of a variation over the baseplate
of about 40C, and the other 30C is due to the time variation. As the
sun angle changed, the satellite continued to warm up to the point where
the median baseplate temperature over any 6 hour period was >QoC by the
end of engineering assessment and through the rest of the mission.
The lower curves on Figure 17 show time histories of the temperature
extremes on antenna assemblies 1 and k. These two are representative of all
.four assemblies since 1 and 2 are situated outboard on the satellite and
3 and 4 are inboard. Thus 3 and 4 were somewhat shaded from the sun by the
satellite structure and antenna assemblies 1 and 2 during the mission. The
characteristics in Figure 17 demonstrate the magnitude of this shadowing
effect. A collection of 10 temperature measurements are made on each antenna
assembly that vary with location on the back and sides of the assembly and
vary with time. The total variation of temperature from max to min is
greater for antenna assembly 1, and the median temperature on number 4 was
generally cooler, at times by as much as 25.-300C.
The temperature spread between the max and min.value over the entire
antenna that occurs in any 6 hour period, as in Figure 17, is broken down
in Figure 18. The fluctuation extremes versus time and the distribution
over the Length of antenna assembly 1 on Day 191 are given for one complete
orbit. The same general behavior would repeat orbit by orbit until
xti ..
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significant changes in sun angle occur. In this case, the feed end of
the antenna (T1, 2, 3) is cooler than the outer end due to spacecraft
shadowing and the maximum temperature difference along the entire length
r
is 1500, which is about 40 greater than the maximum variation in the
temperature at any one point over the orbit. One reason that shadowing
has this great an effect is because the antenna assemblies are extremely
well isolated thermally from the satellite.
Receiver Characteristics
The scatterometer science data at the SDR level, except for the value
of transmitted power, was restricted to a set of receiver output voltages
that were proportional to input power plus a set of gain scale factors.
A single frame of data included 15 measurements with returned signal
present (S+N), 15 measurements with no returned signal present (Y ONLY),
and the 15 gain factors whose values are set by the magnitude of the
returned signal. An algorithm in the IGDR software is used to compute PR
for each of the 15 channels. The SDR outputs are clearly "raw data',
which are difficult to interpret and manipulate to a meaningful
engineering unit ; such as 2and any receiver performance evaluation
based solely on SDR products will be limited.
Figure 19 shows the gain switching technique used to achieve the
required 45 dB receiver dynamic range. Return pulses are sampled at the
beginning of each measurement integration period with the receiver in
Gain Step 1, and if the received power is sufficiently high for the
integrator output voltage to exceed the switching threshold of 4.7$5
volts the receiver switches to Gain Step 2, and the same test is repeated
ti 4.
j 	 E
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on the next two return pulses. By inspection of Figure 1.9 all gain curves
are separated by approximately 10 dB. After applying this test 3 times, the
receiver will be operating in a gain state that will prohibit saturation
during the measurement. The gain state is independently set in each of
the 15 channels , and they determine the 15 gain factors applied to each
frame of science data.
It can be shown that for a -fixed receiver input power, the ratio
of the standard deviation on the estimate of received power to the true
value is approximately equal to the ratio of the standard deviation on the
output voltage to the mean value of the voltage and is given by
where B and T are the bandwidth and integration time respectively. As
the record .length or the number of data points averaged increases this
relationship approaches an equality. Under constant input conditions for
the length of the record, either S+N voltages or N ONLY voltages for fixed
gain state, local oscillator frequency, and signal path can. be used to
evaluate the receiver in terms of
a. Channel bandwidth and bandwidth stability
b. Range gate width and stability
c. Accumulator (i.e. integrator) stability
d.. Local oscillator stability
e. Overall gain stability
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where stability is judged with respect to time periods greater than 1
measurement frame but less than the record length. Table 7 shows a
typical set of data. taken at the end of the engineering assessment period	 {
with the instrument in Mode 10 (Standby), in order to evaluate the
receiver with the transmitter off. The computed values of 1/aT for the
	 J
S+N range gate width and the N ONLY range gate width in all 15 channels are	 1
lasted with the values of cr h1 V averaging over 24 measurements. Experience
	 r
from test data before launch indicated that a reasonable criterion for
acceptable performance was that all data points be within 3% of their
estimated mean value; therefore, no anomalies are indicated.
Noise Figure is a standard figure of merit for any receiver and is a
measure of the noise added by the receiver itself to any measurement.
The SASS Noise Figure can be computed from either the S+N or N ONLY voltages
during a calibrate cycle using the Y-Factor method where
Noise Figure = 10 Loglo YENRI,
with,
Y = V	 GHi gh. X Low
VLow GHigh
and
ENR = Excess Noise Ratio
7
VHign = Uutput voltage with high input signal (noise diode on).
VLF = Output voltage with low input signal (noise diode off) .
GHi r Gain with high input signal.
r. GLow	 Gain with low input signal.
f	 For our-purposes
6yy^
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Noise Figure = 10 Loglo V
	
100
(VLow
x 100) - 1
k
This gives a I+Toise Figure approximation to a precision limited by the
stability of the voltage measurements themselves. A more accurate
computation of Noise Figure, typically 5.5 dB, is routinely done in the
0o algorithm. Table 8 list Noise Figure computed in each operating mode
from Channel 1 S+N voltages and averaging the high and low frequency L.O.
results. The Mode 9 (Continuous Calibrate) computation was done using S+N
voltages averaged over a 4 minute record. These values are comparable to
those observed during satellite system thermal vacuum tests under similar,
cool conditions.
The same data in Mode 9 was convenient for determining the stability
of the noise diode and noise injection circuit. Using Channel 1, N ONLY
voltages the stability of the High CAL (noise diode on) values on a 32 point
record are compared in Table 9 to the computed ideal case.
RFI
An RFI investigation using only SDR Products would be limited to
an assessment of short term receiver input noise stability with gain
and temperature effects normalized out. This could be done by operating
on the N ONLY voltages in the conventional way to compute the normalized
standard deviation on the receiver noise when all sensors are 6rerating.
Attempting to sense perturbations to the return signal itself due to RFI,
is not within the scope of this effort since the computation of ero would
be required. However, to at least assure that there was no effect on the
average receiver noise level as well as its standard-deviation, the PR
software, which is beyond SDR processing, was used to convert the N ONLY
voltages to receiver antenna temperature, TA . This is an exception to
^s
the engineering assessment guidelines but it is considered a minimum
requirement for a worthwhile RFI study.
Three RK test cases were chosen for time periods, when all sensors
were operati.nE and include SASS operation using all 8 antennas. These are
listed  below.
Day Rev Start Time Stop Time SASS Mode
188 150 1211:00 1331:00 4
195 251 1330:00 1350:00 1
208 430 0215:00 0235:00 3
Table 10 shore's the comparison of the normalized standard deviation over
20 N ONLY measurements to the ideal as a function of bandwidth and
integration time for Channels 1, 12, and 15. This would indicate
the presence of interference whose contribution might vary on a period
>1.89 seconds but <20 x 1.89 seconds. No RFI of this type was
noted above the normal estimate of inherent receiver noise.
As pointed out in the Engineering Assessment Plan the scatterometer
can be used to make a rough measurement of surface brightness 'temperature
to a resolution of approximately 12-30 K in the near nadir cells to
Cell ##12 respectively according to the following equation,
( F - L) T + TA
AT =	
B N T
where,
F = Total receiver Noise Figure, 7 d$
T0 = Receiver ambient temperature, 290K
-r
L _
with only the SASS on and then draw comparisons with all sensors on.
t
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TA
 = Antenna noise temperature, 150 K
% = Receiver noise bandwidth
T = Signal integration time
For purposes here, there is no point in removing atmospheric effects
in an effort to isolate surface brightness temperature. It will suffice
to work in terms of antenna noise temperature, TAB which can be eoanptzted
from each scatterometer noise measurement by the following,
TA = TE - (L - 1)TASM - LT 
where
TE = Effective measured input noise temperature
TASM ASM temperature
TR = Receiver noise temperature (TBA Noise Figure 5.5 dB)
L = ASM path loss
The quantityTA
 is routinely computed for the .N ONLY measurement in
each channel for each frame of data. Since the signal here is broad
band noise, there is no spatial, discrimination by filtering and the
target is defined by the entire antenna footprint. Therefore, TA in
each receiver channel varies as the bandwidth and integration time only
and is a function of the surface radiation properties over a wide range
of incidence angles. The values for TA reported here are averaged
over all 15 cells. The objective is to determine the RFI effects of the
€	 other sensors on .the average noise level into the scatterometer, and the
approach taken will be to establish baseline characteristics in terms of
s;
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The scatterometer transmitter was turned on during Rev 141 as the
satellite, travelling from north to south, crossed over the northern end
of South America. The instrument ',ias operating with antennas 3V and
r
4V in a Mode 5 sequence until it began transmitting in Mode 4 with
r
	 antennas 1V, IH $ 2V, and 2H. No other sensors were on. Averaging over
20 data points, all taken over water, first with only the receiver on
and then after sending the HVPS ENABLE command produced the following
results.
Electronics Antenna Mean TA + la, K
Receiver Only 3V 183.6 + 3.9
Receiver Only 4V 173.7 : 3.6
HVPS Enabled 3V 183.4 + 2.7
HVPS Enabled 4V 174.5 + 3.8
As erected ., turna_n.g on the high voltage power supply had no effect on
the receiver characteristics since the high voltage and transmitter were
not yet on. The difference between T A for the 3V and 4V antennas is
due to the difference in ASM path loss for each (0.1 dB). This is the
only data available with the transmitter and all other sensors off but
these values of TA are typical: for all antennas where the entire
footprint is viewing water.
Approximately 3 minutes after turning the power supply on a Mode 4
command was given and the instrument began transmitting as it approached
land. Figure 20 shows the TA profiles for antennas 1V and 2V with the
transitions from water to land. The forward looking antenna, 1V, is the
first to level off at approximately 270 K with a land filled footprint,
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and the aft looking antenna, 2V, follows. After approximately 5 minutes,
the forward footprint is again. over water and TA is returning to the
neighborhood of 170-180 K. Figure 21 shows the effect of polarization
on the measurement of TA. Since the antenna beam 3 dB points correspond
to a nominal range on incidence angle at the surface of 25 0-550 , and since
a noise measurement effectively integrates ever incidence angle, the
vertically polarized measurement is typically 10-20K higher than the
horizontally polarized measurement over water. There is apparently a
polarization dependence over land also but the effect is less than that
over water.
Baseline performance and RFI test criteria are now established in
terms of TA. Measured values of TA over water with the transmitter on
and off are in the 170 K neighborhood with an estimated 40 K dependence
on ASM path loss differences and antenna polarization. The average value
on TA over land is estimated to . be less than 280 K.
Figure 22 shows the results from the 3 RFI test cases. The data
was sampled once every 60 seconds and the bars represent a band on TA
which includes values for each antenna at a particular sample time. The
Rev 251 data was taken entirely over water, and the mean values on TA
are in the 180-185 K range with a spread at each time point due to
statistical noise on each estimate of TA, but dominated by the ASM path
loss differences and polarization differences. There is no visible RFI
effect. On Rev 430 the instrument was in Mode 3, switching between a
forward and aft antenna and alternating polarizations, and moving from
land to water during the RFI test period. Consequently, there is a large
z	
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spread in the 4 values of TA
 at any sample time, however the data
band is generally within the expected range for land and then water
indicating no RFI effects. Likewise on Rev 1$0, the data spread at each
sample time reflects the fact that path loss and polarization effects are
included. Further, the transition from water to land with fore and aft I
looking antenna measurements mixed at each sample time enhances the
	 r
spread. The band of data is in the expected range for both water and
land, which indicates no effects from RFT.
From the data available, it app,-g ars that the SASS transmitter and
the other SeaSat sensors have no EMI or RF1 effects on the SASS receiver.
However, these results are limited since interference effects on the return
signal itself were not investigated in terms of e. Also, an operating
plan that would have provide d a more thorough RF1 baseline data set could
have been used. The instrument was operated in Stand-by using only antennas
3V and 4V prior to turning the transmitter on and in Mode 4 only prior to
turning the other sensors on in an effort to minimize SASS commands and
changes of state early in the mission. The instrument could have been
operated in Modes 1 and 2 both before and after the transmitter was turned
on in order to gather data using all 8 antennas. The risk involved would
be minimal, since, j -la ciily difference between any of Modes 1-8 is the ASM
and logic switching. If interference effects had been indicated in the
available data, having a limited set could have been regrettable.
End-to -End Evaluation Techniques
Any end-to-end instrument performance exercise must be done in
terms of Go . However, since the use of SDR products only was a
guideline for the IDPS and engineering assessment, the use of the S+N
r
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voltage with standard. processing for instrument evaluation and routine
monitoring will be explored. The most likely measurements for doing this
type of thing are VS+N in Channel 13, where the 8 0 angle of incidence
measurement of a0 is 'wind speed independent, and V S+N in Channel. 15,
where the Nadir measurement of 6o is polarization independent.
The value of co is directly proportional to PR/PT
 if all of the other
terms in the radar range equation are considered constant. The relationship
between PR and VS+N may be computed from the receiver transfer function,
and PT is independently monitored. The following equation may be written
for PR,
-. a
PR _ ' S+N r
 N
where
	
PS+N and P 	 are the average powers derived from the VS+N	 and
VN 	voltages respectively. It can be shown that,
__[lr	_ TG 	 lPT VS.
	 VN GLASM
where,
TS
 _ Signal Integration Time
TG = S+N Integration Time
TN = N ONLY Integration Time .
G	 Gain Value Computed from Internal Calibration Measurements
LASM ASK. Path Loss
The ability to utilize VS+N in evaluating the instrument depends upon
the resolution with which changes in P R can be determined or the
i
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precision with which a constant PR can be monitored. The Latter can be
shown to be equal to 1/AT for a single measurement in each channel (as
given in Table 9) for high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the precision may
be increased by using more measurements in estimating PR . The sensitivity
of theVS+N parameter to changes in PR for Channels 13 and 15 is given by
APR
	 1
VS+N	 PR 1 
+ 
1.2/SNR
and is plotted below.
1.0
.8
.6
.4f
.2
0
-10 0
SNR, dB
For high SNP,. changes in PR	transfer directly to	 VS+NI for unity SNR
a given change in	 PR will result in a mange in	 V4+N 2.6 dB smaller
in magnitude, and as SNR approaches zero	 VS+N is less sensit-ive to
changes in	 PR.
+10
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Profiles of a° vs time for the 80 and Nadir channels taken from Rev
k.<
142 when the satellite was over the Gulf of Mexico are plotted in Figure 23.
The surface winds were .low and variable producing a surface that varies from
specular to slightly rough. It has been demonstrated experimentally that c7o
for 80 incidence angle is insensitive to wind speed for winds > 3 m/sec.
However, for a smooth surface oo is a strong function of incidence angle
and for very low wind speeds the 80 measurement is extremely sensitive to
surface conditions as in Figure 23. On the other hand, the signatures in
Figures 24 and 25 demonstrate that for moderate wand conditions the 80
measurement is quite stable. The problem is that the 80 measurement would be used
to indicate instrument stability, but a priori knowledge of the instability due to
surface conditions for low wind speeds is required. 'therefore the test cannot
be implemented for routine monitoring.
Profiles of the Nadir (Cell 15) measurement for bath horizontal and
vertical polarization on Antenna 4 for smooth and moderate surface conditions
are given in Figures 23, 24, and 25. The objective here is to determine the
estimated difference between the H POL and V-POL measurements by subtracting
their mean values. The following table was developed from 2 sets of data
on Rev 142 (smooth conditions) and Rev 430 (rough conditions). On Rev 3.42,
the estimated mean value is 1.32 dB higher for H-POL than for V POL, and
on Rev 430 the figure is 1.24 dB. Where is good agreement between the
estimated mean value differences for both data sets, with 20 points averaged
on Rev 430 but only 9 points available on Rev 142. One set includes data
that is stable to within fa.5 dB of the estimated mean and the other set
is relatively unstable, yet the estimated mean value differences are similar.
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Cell 15 HH VV oo Comparison
t^^
Data Set Pol Mean Value, dB Std. Dev. , dB
Rev 142 H 15.848 +1.70
Smooth Surface V 14.530 +3.09
Rev 430 H 11. 429 +0.48
Rough Surface V 10.194 +o.47
The next table shows the results of the same comparison in terms of signal
plus noise voltages. On Rev 142 the estimated mean value for H-POL is
2.60 dB higher than for V POL, and on Rev 430 the difference is 2.31 dB.
Cell 15 HH/VV VS+N Comparison
Data Set Pol Mean Value, Volts Norm. Std. Dev., %
Rev 142 H 4.8119 47.13
Smooth Surface V .8629 51. 96
Rev 430 H 3.0601 9.56
Rough Surface V.
.9086 6.53
The magnitude of these differences is not the same as the correct value
determined from 6o data due to the biasing influence of the noise power,
however the results from the two data sets compare fairly well. In both
cases the SNR is sufficiently high (>O dB) to expect good resolution on
each measurement
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This technique should produce good results for a wide variety of
surface conditions with the repeatability primarily dependent upon the
number of points averaged for the given variance on the data being used.
Specific criteria could be developed and expected repeatability established
for all 8 antennas from a large number of test cases by fallowing this same
procedure, and routine monitoring could be implemented in standard SPS type
processing. The desirability of implementing such a test in terms of VS+N
is questionable, given the effort required to establish test criteria.
Periodically checking the polarization difference in terms of 6°, if the
software is available, seems more efficient and sensible.
i
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2SUMMARY
Support to the MPT, ADWG and SPAT activities were supplied both
	
It
F
	
	
prior to launch and during the course of the mission as required, and both
the SASS hardware and SDR software have been validated so that SASS SDRS
are acceptable for use in geophysical processing.
It has been determined that SDR processing of all SASS parameters,
excluding cell location, is acceptable in the 4.8C software version and is
expected to be maintained correct in subsequent versions. The IDPS input
data quality is extremely poor; however, with data quality checks that
have been implemented in the geophysical processing the probability of an
error in oo is less than 1 in 2.3 X 10 3 measurements. This is considered
acceptable since the magnitude of the error rate is comparable to that from
other error sources.
The 4.$C version SPS software was also determined to be acceptable
for the given data quality. However, the frequency of data errors mattes
the Standard Report 1 Max/Min test for analog parameters useless for
flagging intermittent hardware anomalies and the Special Status Report
useless for flagging instrument status anomalies.
The POCC processing met all of the initial requirements for the system.
'
	
	 However, the lack of availability of data through the JPL system created a
requirement for continuous, all data records from the POCC for preliminary
engineering assessment. It turned out that SASS all data "snapshots"
were not buffered at the printer and therefore were not useful for
frame
.
-by-frame evaluations. This deficiency was only minor from an
engineering assessment standpoint.
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Through 2,290 hours of operation the SASS operated flawlessly meeting
all of its electrical design goals and specifications. A satellite heater
circuit failure caused the instrument to operate marginally close to its
minimum temperature, 00C, for most of the mission, and the antenna
temperatures went below the estimated -67°C lower limit but never reached
the qualification test limits. These low temperature excursions on the
electronics package and the antennas are not believed to have affected
instrument performance. All available evaluation methods in terms of SDR
products indicate that the transmitted power was correct and stable and
that the receiver gain and noise characteristics were identical with
pre launch test experience throughout the entire mission.
An RFI analysis was .performed, primarily using P R software to
compute TA, which went beyond initial engineering assessment guidelines.
It was determined that neither the SASS transmitter nor any of the other
sensors had any detectable EMI or RFI effect on the SASS receiver.
Two techniques for end-to-end performance evaluation or monitoring
in terms of SDR products alone were investigated. It turns out that
monitoring the stability of the signal plus noise voltage in the 80 cell
is particularly useless since do at 80 is unstable for low wind speeds
(< 1.5 m/sec or so). On the other hand, the difference between the
V POL and H-POL signal-plus-noise measurements in the nadir cell are
potentially useful since no a priori knowledge of surface conditions
is required. For example, a test for data stability could be made prior
to comparing the average values of H POL and V-POL measurements. There
may be other techniques as well. In any case, it is clear that as a
.7
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general: rule the end-to-end evaluation and performance monitoring of the
SASS should be done at the Q° level and not using SDR products.
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APPENDIX A
SASS DATA CATALOG
'S
r% ,	 s	 -
L
SASS Data Catalog
Parameter Word Bit
I.fl. No. No. Parameter Description
SS 700 9 3 Node 1
701 9 4 Mode 2
702 9 5 node 3
703 9 6 Mode 4
704 9 7 Mode 5
705 9 8 Mode 6
706 9 9 Mode 7
707 .9 10 Move 8
708 10 1 Mode 9
709 10 2 Mode 10
710 8 4 Cal.	 Status
711 8 6 Polarization
712 8 7 L/R Antenna
713 8 8 F/A Antenna
714 4 10 LO Frequency Select
715 10 4 HI Frequency Select
716 5 1,2 Gain Channel ho. 1
717 5 3,4 Gain Channel No. 2
718 5 5,6 Gain Channel No. 3
719 5 1,8 Gain Channel No. 4
720 5 9,10 Gain Channel No. 5
721 6 1,2 Gain Channel No. 6
722 6 3,4 Gain Channel No. 7
723 6 5,6- Gain Channel No. 8
724 6 7,8 Gain Channel No. 9
725 6 9,10 Gain Channel No.	 10
726 7 1,2 Gain Channel No.	 11
727 7 3,4 Gain Channel No. 12
728 7 5,6 Gain Channel No. 13
729 7 7,8 Gain Channel No.	 14
730 7 9,10 Gain Channel No.	 15
731 13 1--10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 1
732 14 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 2
733 15 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 3
734 16 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No. 4
135 17 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 5
736 18 1-1.0 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 6
737 19 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 7
738 20 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 8.
739 2.1 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 9
740 22 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel. Ro.	 10
SS 741 23 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No.	 11
52
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Parameter Word Bit
I.D. No. No. Parameter Description
SS 742 24 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No. 12
743 25 1-10 Signal & Noise Channel No. 13
744 25 1-10 Signal_ & Noise Channel No. 14
745 27 1-10 signal & Noise Channel No. 15
346 28 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 1
747 29 1-1.0 Noise Only Channel No. 2
748 30 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 3
749 31 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 4
750 32 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 5
75.1 33 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 6
752 34 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 7
753 35 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 8
754 36 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 9
755 37 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 10
756 38 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 11
757 39 1-10 Noise Only Channel No. 12
758 40 1 - 10 Noise Only Channel No. 13
759 41 1-140 Noise Only Channel No. 14
760 42 1-•10 Noise Only Channel No. 15
761 61 1-10 Transmit Power
762 8 5 Input Current Trip
763 8 10 Undervoltage Trip
764 9 i Body Current. Trip
765 56 1-10 TWT Cathode Voltage
766 57 1-10 TWT Cathode Current
767 58 1-10 TWT Body Current
768 59 1-10 Ion Pump Current
769 60 1-10 HVPS Input Curren t
770 10 5 LO Looplock Status
771 10 6 Transmit Looplock Status
772 54 1-10 LO Power
773 55 1-10 Modulator Power
774 64 1-10 Transmit ;cannel Power
775 75 1-10 Upconverter Bias
776 76 1-10 TDA Stage L Bias
777 77 1-10 TDA Stage 2 Bias
778 78 1-10 TDA Stage 3 Bias
779 8 9 Rec. Protet Circuit Status
780 9 2 Noise Diode Status
781 51 1-10 DC/DC Conv. Volt. +5V
782 52 1-10 DC/DC Conv, Volt +15V
783 53 1-10 DC/DC Conv. Volt -15V
784 65 1-10 Low Gain GND
SS 785 67 1-10 DC/DC Conv. Volt -6V
^ta
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Parameter Word Bit
E.D. No. No. Parameter Description Subcom. T.D.
t
£S 786 68 1-10 DC/DC Conv. Volt +6V
787 69 1-10 Thermistor Ref. No. 1
788 70 1- 10 Thermistor Ref. No. 2
789 44 1-10 Baseplate RT 3(SSS/LO) 0 0 0
790 43 1-10 Baseplate RT 5 (TWT GUN) 0 1 0
F:	 791 44 1-10 Baseplate RT 14 (TWT COLL) 0 1 0
7^2 45 1-10 Baseplate RT 7 (TDA) 0 1 i
793' 43 1-10 Baseplate RT 17 (HVPS) 1 0 0
794 44 1-10 Baseplate RT 18 (IBA) 1 1 0
795 43 1-10 TWT RT 6 0 0 1
796 44 1-10 TWT RT 10 0 0 1
797 45 1-10 TWT RT 16 0 0 1
'	 798 45 1-10 Output ISO RT 13 0 1 0
799 44 1-10 HVPS RT 9 1 0 0
800 43 1-10 ASM RT 12 0 1 1
801 43 1-10 SSS/LO RT 1 0 0 0
803 45 1-10 Up Conv. RT 2 0 0 0
804 43 1-10 A/D Conv. 1 1 0
-	 805 45 1-10 Noise Source RT 15 1 1 0
806 43 1-10 Dir. Dector RT 11 1 1 1
807 44 1-10 1st Mixer RT 4 1 1 1
808 45 1-10 2nd Mixer 1 1 1
809 44 1-10 TDA RT 8 0 1 1
810 45 1-10 Crystal Filter P6 1 0 0
Bit 43 1-10 Crystal Filter Pl- 1 0 1
81.2 44 1-10 Crystal Filter P10 1 0 1
`	 813 45 1-10 Crystal Filter P12 1 0 1
814 46 1-10 Ant. No.	 1 Temp. No.	 1 0 0 0
8l5 47 1-10 Ant. No. 1 Temp. No. 2 0 0 0
816 48 1-10 Ant. No. 1 Temp. No.3 0 0 0..
817 49 1-10 Ant. No.
	 1 Temp. No. 4 0 0 0
818 50 1-10 rant. No.
	 1 Temp. No.
	 5 0 0 0
819 46 1-10 Ant. No.
	 1 Temp.	 No., 6 0 0 1
820 47 1-10 Ant. No. 1 Temp No. 7 0 0 1
821 4$ 1-10 Ant. No.	 1 Temp No. 8 0 0 1
822 49 1-10 Ant. No.	 1 Temp No. 9 0 0 1
823 50 1-10 Ant. No.	 1 Temp No.
	 10 0 0 1
824 46 1-10. Ant. No. 2 Temp. No.
	 l 1 0 0
'	 825C 47 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp. No. 2 1 0 0
826 48 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp. No. 3 1 0 0827 49 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp.	 No. 4 1 0 0
828 50 .1-10 Ant.. No.
	 2 Temp.	 No..5 1 0 0
829 46 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp. 	 No. 6 1 0 1
SS 830 47 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp. No.
	 7 1 0 1
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AParameter Word Bit meter Descri ti on Subcom I.D.
I.D. No. No.
SS 831 B 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp. 
No. 8 1
1
0
0
1
1
4
832 49 1-10 Ant. No. 2 Temp. No. 9 1 0 1
833 50 1-10 Ant. No, 2 Temp. No. 10 0 i 0
.,
834 46 1-l0 Ant. No. 3 Temp No. 1 0 1 0
835 47 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 2 0 1 0836 48 i-LO Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 3 0 i 0
837 49 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 4
1
0
838 50 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. Na. 5 0 I 1
839 46 -10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 6 1 1
840 47 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 7
0
0 1 I
841 48 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 8 0 1 1
842 49 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 9 0 1 1
843 50 1-10 Ant. No. 3 Temp. No. 10 1 i 0
844 46 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No.l 1 1 0
845
47
7 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 2 1 1 0
846 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 3 1 1 0
847 49 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 4 1 1 0
848 50 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 5 l 1 1
849 46 1-10 Ant.. No. 4 Temp. No. 6 1 1 1
850 47 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 7 1 1 1 1
851 48 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp, No. 8 1 i 1
852 49 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 9 1 1 1
$53 50 1-10 Ant. No. 4 Temp. No. 10
854 8 1-3 Sub Com Counter
855 4 1-9 Spares (0)
856 10 3 Spares (0)Spares (1)
858 101 1-4 Spares (1)
859 11 5-10 Spares (0)
? $60 12 1,2 Spares (0)
861 12 3-10 Spares (1) 1
862 62 1-10 Low Gain GND Red.
863 63 1-10 Low Gain GND Red.
864 66 1-10 Low Gain GND Red.
865 71 1-10 Transmit Power Red.
is 8  b6 72 1-10 Transmit power Red
867 73 1-10 Transmit Power Red
868 74 1-10 Transmit Power Red.
869 79 1-10 High Gain GND
870 80 -	 1-10 High Gain GND Red.
871 81 1-10 High Gain GND Red.
872 $2 1-10 High Gain GND Red.
873 1 1-10 Sync
874 2 1-10 Sync
875 3 1-10 Sync
S8 876 4 1-10 Sync
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APPENDIX B
ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT OPERATING MODE LIST
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!nterati,^n ,, Mode List
Date Day/Time, GMT Rev # 'fin
SASS ENABLE7/6/78 187/3819:50 139
2147:24 141 MODE 4
7/12/78 193/1501:05 223 MODE 1
7/15/78 196/0301:44 259 MODE 3
o321:44 MODE 1
0440:21 260 MODE 4
0500:21 MODE 1
2006:01 269 MODE 4
2026:01 MODE 1
2147:39 270 MODE 3
2207:38 MODE 1
7/16/78 197/0231:32 273 MODE 3
0251: 32 MODE 1
-0410:08 274 MODE 4
0430:09 MODE 1
1934:43 283 MODE 4*
1954:43 MODE 1*
2117.2T 284 MODE 3
2137:27 MODE 1
7/17/78 198/0339 :56 288 MODE 3
0359 : 55 MODE 1
0518:33 289 MODE 4
05 38: 34 MODE 1
198/2047:13 298 MODE 4
2107:17 . MODE 1
2224:51 299 MODE 3
2244:50 MODE 1
1
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1Date Day/Time, GMT Rev # Made
7/18/78 199/0309:44 302 MODE 3
0329 : 40 MODE 1*
0447:18 303 MODE 4*
0507:18 MODE 'I*
1507:37 309 MODE 6
2013:00 312 MODE 4
2033:01 MODE 6
215 4 : 39 313 MODE 3
2214:39 MODE 6
7/19/78 200/o417:05 317 MODE 3*
0 1+37=05 MODE 6*
212 1 :23 327 MODE 3*
2144:23 MODE 6*
7/20/78 201/0346:56 331 MODE 3
04o6:56 MoDE 6
0525:31 332 MODE 4*
0545 : 35 MODE 6
2054:12 341 MODE 4
2111 :13 MODE 6
2232:51 342 MODE 3
2252:52 MODE 6
7/21/78 202/0316:44 345 MODE 3
0336.44 MODE 6
o454:22 346 MODE 4
0514:2 3 MODE 6
2024:02 355 MoDE 4
2044:01 MODE 6
2201:39 356 MODE 3
2221:39 MODE 6
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tDate Day/Time, GMT Rev # Mode
7/22/78 203/0424: 1a 360 MODE 3
o444:10 MODE 6
2131:2 4 370 MODE 3*
2151:24 MODE 6*
7/23/78 2o4/0353:54 374 MODE 3*
0413:54 MODE 6*
0532:32 375 MODE 4
0552:32 MODE 6
2101:14 384 MODE 4
2121:15 MODE 6
2239-53 385 MODE 3
2259:52 MODE 6
7/24/78 205/0323:51 388 MODE 3
0343:50 MODE 6
0501:28 389 MODE 4
0521:28 MODE 6
1521 : 57 395 MODE 2
2031:04 398 MODE 4*
2051:04 MODE 2*
2209:45 399 MODE 3
2229:45 MODE 2
7/25/78 206/0431:17 403 MODE 3
0451:16. MODE 2
2138:30 413 MODE 3*
2158:30 MODE 2'*
2243: 43 413 MODE 3
7/26/78 207/0539:42 416 MODE 4
0559: 1 2 MODE 3
2108:21 427 MODE 4
2128:22 MODE 3
7/27/78 208/0350:53 431 MODE 5
^	 r
t
r	 i
Date Day/Time, GMT Rev # Mode
0508:31 432 MODE 4
0528-30 MODE 5
2038:06 441 MODE 4*
2058:06 MODE 5*
2216:44 442 MODE 3*
2236:47 MODE 5*
7/28/78 209/0438:17 446 MODE 3
0458 4. 17 MODE 5
1oo2:41 449 MODE 7
2146:34 456 MODE 3
2206-34 MODE 7
7/29/78 210/0408:05 460 MODE 3
0428:05 MODE 7
0546:41 461 MODE 4
o6o6:44 MODE 7
16o6:43 467 MODE 8*
2115:2 3 470 moDE 4
2135:22 MODE 8
2233:01 471 MODE 3
2253:00 MODE 8
7/30/78 211/0337:50 474 MODE 3*
0 357 : 50 MODE 8*
0515:28 475 MODE 4*
0535:28 MODE 8*
2044:07 484 MODE 4*
21o4:11 MODE 8
2223 :45 485 MODE 3
2243:45 MODE 8
6o
Date Day/Time, CZU Rev # Mode
7/31/78 212/0140:32 487 MODE 3
0145:32 MODE 6
0159:03 MODE 3
o2o4:o2 MODE 1
0224:21 MODE 5
o246:21 MODE 1
0318:40 486 MODE 6
0332:43 MODE 1
o4o4:59 MODE 5
0426:59 MODE 1
0457:19 489 MODE 3
0505:19 MODE 6
0514:48 MODE 3
0523:19 MODE 1
05 45: 37 MODE 5
o6o7:36 MODE 1
0635:26 490 MODE 4
0641:55 MODE 6
06$2:25 MODE 3
0655:54 MODE 1
0726:13 MODE 5
074$:32 MODE 1
etc.
8/6 /78 218/0119:44 572 Continuous Cal
0129:45 572 Standby
0139:05 572 MODE 2
0332:42 573 Engineering
Assessment
Operation
Complete
*Denotes Mode Changes Not Verified Due to Data Gaps. The Times Listed Are
APPENDIX C
SDR AND POCC EU CONVERSION VALIDATION
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EU Conversion Validation
Data source - Day 187	 Rev 142	 t = 2325:00
Electrical
Parameter Counts LaRC Data LMSC Data JPL POCC
Trans. Power, W 338 100.3 99.9 99.9 100.7
Cathode V, kV 260 -8.023 -8.023 -8.022 -8.023
Cathode I, mA 165 56.4 56.42 56.42 56.42
Body I, mA 70 5.83 5.80 5.80 5.80
Ion Pump I, pA 1 -.06 -.o6 -.o6 -.o6
HVPS Input I, A 274 2.28 2.28 2.28 2.28
Filameat I, A 377 1.505 1.506 1.504 1.50
L.O. Power, dBm 358/427 11 . 59/13 . 50 11.57/13.47 11.57/13.47 11.91/12.19
Mod.. Power, dBm 403 21.3 21.2 21.2 21.2
Trans. Drive Power, dBm 388 17.19 17.18 17.18 17.2
Upcnv. Bias, V 216 .1013 .lol4 .1013 .1013
TDA 1 Bias, V 305 .1431 .1431 .1431 .143
TDA 2 Bias, V 339 •1591 .1590 .1589 .159
TDA 3 Bias, V 358 .1680 .1680 .1680 .168
+5V, V 521 5.093 5.078 5.078 5.078
+15V, V 512 15.02 14.97 14.97 14.9.1
-15V, V 291 -15.05 -15.05 -15.05 -15.05
-6v, v 253 -6.031 -6.o32 -6.o32 -.6.032
+6V, v 510 5.982 5.965 5.965 5.965
Theron. Ref. 1, V 521 5.093 5.098 5.097 5.097
Therm. Ref. 2, V 522 5.103 5.107 5.107 5.107
Satellite Parameters
Baseplate Tl, OF 176 NA 45.83 45.83(Rev 223) 158 62.21 62.21
Baseplate T2, OF 169 52.56 52.56
(Rev 223) 149 69.70 69.70
Unreg.. 28V, V 177 30.01 30.01 30.01
Reg. 28V, V 151 28.25 28.25 28.11
(Rev 223) 149 28.11
Total SASS I, A 89 7.12 7.12
(Rev 223) 33 2.64 2.64
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Science Volta&es
	 t = 2325;00
Parameter Counts LaRC Data JPL POCC
S+N 1, V 58 .5670 .5664 .5670
2 84
.8211 .8203 NA
3 169 1.652 1.651
4 221 2.160 2.16o
5 2o6 2.o14 2.014
6 145 1.417 +	 1.417
7 85 .8309 .8301
8 50 .4888 .4883
9 293 2.864 .2863
10 188 1.838 1.837
11 147 1.437 1.437
12 107 1.o46 1.046 1.046
13 382 3.734 3.733 NA
14 389 3.802 3.802 NA
15 450 4.399 4.398 4.399
N only 1 55
.5376 .5371 .5376
2 45 .4399 .4395 NA
3 4o
.3910 .3906
4 37 .3617 .3613
5 31 .3030 .3027
6 24 .2346 .2344
7 18 .176o .1758
8 16 .1564
.1563
9 121 1.183 1.183
10 92
.8993 .8984
11 83 .8113 .8105
12 69 .67+4 .6738 .6745
13 498 4.868 4.867 NA
14 486 4.751 4.750 NA
15 509 4.975 4.975 4.1976
NA d Not Avai lab le .
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SEP Tem►;eratures	 t = 2325:00 - 2325:04
R
^i
Parameter Counts LMSC Data JPL POCC
BP RT3, °C 677 9.953 9.953 .9.855
BP RT5 653 9.372 9.371 9.3$0
BP RT14 688 8.856 8.855 8.858
BP RT7 655 12.11 12.11 12.11
BP RT17 662 8.443 8.441 8.452
BP RT18 679 9.755 9.754 9.756
TWT RT6 649 9.784 9.781 9.791
TWT RT10 655 10.57 10.77 10.77
TWT RT16 633 12.95 12.95 12.95
out ISO 680 9.656 9.652 9.656
HVPS 667 10.9+ 10.94 10.9 4
,aSM 704 3.990 3.988 3.999
SSS /LO 653 9.372 9.371 9.380
Upcnv. 689 8.755 8.754 8.756
A/D Cnv. 501 24.48 24.48 24.49
Noise Source 725 5.054 5.055 5.055
Dir. Det. 673 7.296 7.293 7.305
1st Mixer 663 11.33 11.33 11.33
2nd Mixer 541 21.77 21.77 21.77
TDA 416 35.60 35.59 35.60
XTAL. Fit. P6 502 25.50 25.50 25.50
XTAL Fit. PI 449 29.74 29.74 29.74
XTAL Fit. PI.O 451 30.5` 30.55 30.54
XTAL Fit. P12 470 28. 64 28.64 28..64
r
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Antenna TemQeratvres 	 t = 2325:00
b.
Parameter Counts LaRC Algorithm JPL POCC
Ant 1 Tl 877 -33.85 -34.06 -34
2 880 -34.24 -34.47 -34
3 880 -34.24 -34.47 -34
4 848 -30.24 -30.42 -30
.5 848 -30.24 -30.42 -30
6 851 -30.59 -30.59 -30
7 851 -30.59 -30.59 -30
8 838 -29.08 -29.08 -29
9 837 -28.97 -28.97 --29
10 841 -29.43 -29.42 -29
Ant 2 T1 930 -41.86 -41.86 -42
2 929 -41.69 -41.67 -42
3 928 -41.51 -41.50 -41
4 873 -33.29 -33.28 -32
5 874 -33.42 -33.41 -33
6 872 -33.38 -33.37 -32
7 871 -33.25 -33.23 -32
8 857 -31.48 -31.47 - 30
9 86o -31.85 --31.84 -31
10 86o -31.85 -31.84 -31
Ant 3 TI 993 -57.60 -56.87 -58
2 993 -57.60 -56.87 -58
3 996 -58.79 -58.02 -59
h. 987 -55.44 -54.8o -55
5 987 -55.44 -54.8o -55
6 990 -55.82 -56.48 -57
7 990 -55.82 -56.48 -56
8 988 -55.14 -55.78 -56
9 992 -56.53 -57.22 -58
10 992 -56.53 -57.22 -57
Ant 4 Ti 1003 -62.93 -61.05 -62
2 1002 -62.42 -6o.59 -6p-
3 1001 -61.93 -6o.14 -62
4 994 -58.81 --57.31 -57
5 995 -59.22 -57.69 -58
6 992 -56.58 -57.28 -57
7 992 -56.58 -57.28 -57
8 9.94- -57-32 -57.05 -58
9 992 -56.58 -57.28 -57
10 992 -56.58 -57.28 -57
66
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Figure C.1.- Electronics package temperature calibration comparison for word 43.
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Figure C.2.- Electronics package temperature calibration comparison for words 44 and 45.
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Figure C.3.- Antenna temperature calibration comparison at 5.0 volts reference.
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APPENDIX D
SPS FOR 188/1759:59 - 2352:33 GMT
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Table 1. Electrical Behavior In All Modes
el
PARAMETER NOMINAL VALUE
MODES 1-6 CONTINUOUS CALIBRATE STANDBYMODE 9 MODE 10
+5 v+5 v
+15 v +15 v
-15 v -15 v
-6v -6v
+6 v +6 v
Therm. Ref. 1 +5 v I
Therm. Ref. 2 +5 v
L. 0. Power 11.5/13.5 dBm Same as Modes 1-8
Mod. Power 21 dBm
Xmit Drive 16.5 dBm
Upenv. Bias 0.1 v
TDA Stage 1 Bias .135 v
TDA Stage 2 Bi as .155 v
TDA Stage 3 Bias .165 v
TWT Cathode Voltage 8.02 kv 8.02 kv 0 kv
TWT Cathode Current 57 ma 0 ma 0 ma
TWT Body Current 5.8 ma 0 ma 0 ma
Ion Pump Current OVA OVA OVA
HVPS Input Current 2.57 A 0.9 A 0.7 A
TWT Filament Current 1.53 A 1. 53 A 1.53 A
BASS Input Current 9.2 A Peak 2.7 A 1.8 A
Transmit Power 100 Watts 0 Watts 0 Watts
1
gEPROD I
C PA "3r'ORIGINA	
St ^^ ^^ .'E
105
*GMT
Table 2. Sipni.ficant Events.
Event Day # Date* Time* Rev #
Launch 178 June 27 1012:00 -
Deploy Ant. 1,3 178 June 27 0236:15 2
Deploy Ant. 2,4 178 June 27 0236:40 2
SASS Turn-On 187 July 6 1819:50 139
Start JASIN Ops 196 July 15 0301.:44 259
Heater Ckt. Failure 205 July 24 1200:00 -
End Engn. Assess. Ops. 218 Aug. 6 0332:42 573
Cal Burrs #1 Maneuver 227 Aug. 15 071+1:08 705
OA #!1 Maneuver 230 Aug. 18 0746:58 748
Cal Burn #2 Maneuver 235 Aug. 23 0920:36 820
Start JASIN Underflts. 235 Aug. 23 1313:00 823
OA #2.Maneuver 238 Aug. 26 0922:22 863
Sat. Power Problem 240 Aug. 28 0816:21 892
Stop JASIN Underflts. 247 Sept. 4 0844:00 992
Orbit Trim Maneuver 253 Sept. 10 0110:22 1073
Start GOASEX Underflts. 257 Sept. 14 1723:00 1140
Stop GOASEX Underflts. 273 Sept. 30 1432:00 1367
Sat. Failure 283 Oct. 10 0312:01 1503
SASS XMTfi. Off 283 Oct. 10 0406:28 1503
Loss of Sat. 283 Oct. 10 0408:28 1503
1
i
r,
lob
Table 3. Aircraft Underflights
0
Area Date Rev # Antenna/Measurement Cells Polarization Wind Speed, kts
EAST COAST 8/23/78 823 1/5-7 	2/7-12 V and H 10
OF U.S.
JASTN 8/25/78 848 4/1,2,4	 3/1,2,4 V and H >10
8/29/78 905 4/4-8 	 3/3-7 V and H 7
gob 1/2-10	 2/3-12 V and H 7
9/4/78 991 413-11	 3/2-9 V or H 8
992 1/1-10	 2/2-11 V or H 10-20
GOASEX 9/1+/78 ii4o 4/1-6,13,15
	 3/1-5,1315 V and H 30-35
9/17/78 1183 4/1-6,13,15	 3/1-5,13,15 ^	 V and H 30
9/19/78 1212 1/1-9,13,15	 2/1-9,13,15 I	 V and H 30
EAST COAST 9/2'8/78 1339 1/1-8,13,15	 212-8,13,7.5 V and H 8-14
OF U.S.
9/30/78 1367 4/3-12	 3/2-12 V and H 15-30
,^, l 3. S'^P1I^11PA^f^7^f"9^!i^^vrn};Yy,.f,•ynn	 r^r .^_n	 Tf. • ..
Table 4. Primary Data Sets for Engineering Assessment
0
H0
DAY REV LOCATION MODE START STOP
187 111 Land, Water Turn-On 211+8.00 2200:30
187 112 Gulf of Mexico 4 2323:00 2330:30
188 150 Land 4 1211:00 1217:30
191 187-189 NA NA 0256:02 0555:34
195 251 FICO 1 1331+:30 1339:00
.201 331 FICO 6 01+25:00 0129:30
206 400 South Atlantic 2 0005:00 0009:30
208 43o Water 3 0226:00 0234:00
208 132 Gulf of Alaska 5 0538:00 0542:3o
210 161 Gulf of Alaska 7 0615:30 0620:00
211 175 Gulf of Alaska 8 0545:30 0550:00
218 572, 573 Water 91 10 0125:00 0131+:30
*GMT in hours, mins.:secs.
Table 5. Hardware Validation Tests
TEST # DESCRIPTION MODES WINDS CELTS PURPOSE
1 Engn. & Status Using 1-10 Any NA Complete Functional
C- TABS & SpSS Validation
2 S+N and N ONLY Stats. 10 Any 1-15 Receiver Stability
3 N ONLY Stats. 1,3,4 Any 1.12.15 RFI
4 High Cal Stats. 9 Any NA Cal Stability
5 Cal Y-Factor 1-10 Any 1 Noise Figures
6 HH & VV S+N @ Nadir 3,4 .1iiny 15 Antenna Gain
7 S+N L@ 8' Any Low & High 13 Transmitter Stability
0
t::j
Table 6. Key parameter matrix
i
PARAMETER DES IGN SASS SYSTEM SAT. SYSTEM IN ORB IT
ELECTR ICAL
TRANSMIT POWER 110 ^3 WATTS PEAK 99 WATTS 100 WATTS 99 t 1 WATTS
TWT OATH. VOLT. -8.0 t	 0.5 kV -8.02 kV -8.02 kV -$.02 kV
TWT CATH. CURR. 58 mA NOM INAL 57 mA 57 mA 55.5 mA
TWT BODY CURR. 6 t 3 mA 5.7 mA 5.8 mA 5.7 mA
ION PUMP CURR. < 5 PA 0 PA 0 µA 0 µA
HVPS INPUT CURR. < 3.54 A 2.48 A 2.57 A 2.3 A
TWT FILAMENT CURR. 1.55 A NOMINAL 1.53 A 1.53 A 1.50 A
LO POWER > + 10 dBm 13.8!12.2 dBm 13.6112.0 dBm 13.3111.4 dBm
MODULATOR POWER > + 20 dBm 21.3 dBm 21.1 dBm 21.1 dBm
TRANS. CHAN. POWER > + 16 dBm 16.7 dBm 16.4 dBm 17.0 dBm
UPCONV. B [AS NA .104 vdc .105 vdc :10 vdc
TDA STAGE 1 BIAS NA . 135 vdc . 135 vdc .14 vdc
TDA STAGE 2 BIAS NA . 158 vdc . 160 vdc .16 vdc
TDA STAGE 3 B [AS NA .167 vdc .170 vdc .17 vdc
DCIDC CONV. VOLT., +5 +5 t 7 S vdc 5.17 vdc 5.11 vdc 5.08 vdc
DCIDC CONV. VOLT., +15 +15 f 1-% vdc 15.02 vdc 15.05 vdc 14.97 vdc
DCIDC CONV. VOLT., -15 -15 t 1% vdc -15.09 vdc -15.09 vdc -15.03 vdc
DCIDC CONY. VOLT., -6 -6 t 1 % vdc -6.05 vdc -6.04 vdc -6.04 vdc
DCIDC CONV. VOLT., +6 +6 t 1% vdc 5.98 vdc 5.96 vdc 5.96 vdc
THERMISTOR REF. NO. 1 +5 t 7% vdc 5. 10 vdc 5.10 vdc 5.10 vdc
THERM ISTOR REF. N0: 2 +5 t 7% vdc 5.09 vdc 5.11 vdc 5.10 vdc
REG. BUS VOLTAGE 28 t .28 v NA 28.1 •v 28.1 vdc
TOTAL INPUT CURR. < 10 A NA 8.96 A PEAK < 9.0 A PEAK
UNREG. BUS VOLTAGE 28 t 4 v NA	 - 27.50 v 27.5-30 vdc
RECEIVER NF 5.6 dB NOMINAL 5.61 dB 5.70 dB 5.2 dB
THERMAL WIN	 MAX
BASEPLATE T1 0 - 36.500 28.60C 33.300 -4.1	 19.10C
BASEPLATE T2 0 - 37.1 C 27.9 C 31.9 C -4.1	 19.2 C
BASEPLATE T3 0 - 37.1°C °C25.4 32.7°C -4.1	 18.9'C
BASEPLATE T4 0 - 37.0°C 27.50C 33.9°C -0.8	 21.6°C
BASEPLATE T5 0 - 37.70C °C27.0 32.10C -4.6	 18.700
BASEPLATE T6 0 - 37.00 °C29.0 33.90C °C-3.7	 18.5
e,
i
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PARAMETER DESIGN SASS SYSTEM SAT. SYSTEM IN ORB IT
THERMAL CONTD. MIN	 MAX
TWT NO. 1 0 - 48. A 28.OQC 32.60C -3.1
	
19, 0-C
TWT NO. 2 26.2 C 32.7 C -1.3	 21.3 C
TWT NO. 3 26.2°C 33.3°C 1.5	 23.4aC
OUTPUT ISO 25.eC 32.9D -2.8	 19.50C
^HVPS °C26.8
°C
°C34.2 -2.5	 21.20C
ASM 26.2 °C30.7 °C-8.5	 13.8
SSSILO 30.80C °C32.9 -4.4	 18.49C
UPCONV. 26.5°C 33. DEC -4.2	 18.? C
AI 	 CONV. 40.7°C 42.8°C 12.1	 32.8°C
NOISE SOURCE °C24.7
R.
°C32.0 °C-7.3 	 14.4
D I DET. • .	 27.1°C 31.7°C -5.2	 17.3°C
1st M IXER , , 29.50C 34.70C -2.2	 20. RC
2nd MIXER 34,8 C 39.6 C 29.3	 31.	 C
TDA 35. PC 36.3°C 31.8	 35.7 0 C
CRYS. FIL. P6 35.40C 40.70C 13.7	 34.50C
CRYS. FIL. PI 37.70C 42. PC 1& 1	 38.6°C
CRYS. FIL. P10 37.40C 42.80C 19.2	 38.4oc
CRYS. FIL. P12
°C
37. PC 42.2°C 16.9	 37.3°C
78.8	 -21.1^CANT. 1 TEMP. 1 -67 - +55 NA NA
ANT. 1 TEMP. 2
ANT. 1 TEMP. 3
ANT. 1 TEMP. 4
ANT. 1 TEMP, 5
ANT. 1 TEMP. 6
ANT. 1 TEMP. 7
ANT. 1 TEMP. 8
ANT. 1 TEMP. 9
ANT. 1 TEMP. 1.0
ANT. 2 TEMP. 1 -74.3	 -1& 2
ANT. 2 TEMP. 2
ANT. 2 TEMP. 3
ANT. 2 TEMP. 4
ANT. 2 TEMP. 5
ANT. 2 TEMP. 6
ANT, 2 TEMP. 7
ANT. 2 TEMP. 8
• ANT. 2 TEMP. 9
ANT. 2 TEMP. 10
s
III
cPARAMETER DESIGN SASS SYSTEM SAT. SYSTEM IN ORBIT
THERMAL CONTI MIN	 MAX
ANT. 3 TEMP. 1 .67 - +55°G NA NA •80.7	 -49.1°C
ANT. 3 TEMP. 2
ANT. 3 TEMP. 3
ANT. 3 TEMP. 4
ANT. 3 TEMP, 5
ANT. 3 TEMP. 6
ANT. 3 TEMP. 7
ANT. 3 TEMP. 8
ANT. 3 TEMP. 9
ANT. 3 TEMP. 10
-49.9°cANT. 4 TEMP. 1 -82.5
ANT. 4 TEMP. 2
ANT. 4 TEMP. 3
ANT. 4 TEMP. 4
ANT. 4 TEMP. 5
ANT. 4 TEMP. .6
ANT. 4 TEMP. 7
ANT.4 TEMP. 8
ANT. 4 TEMP. 9
ANT. 4 TEMP. 10
MOUNT SUR. Tl 32 - 95° F 32 - 95°F 89.7°F NA
MOUNT SUR. T2 32 - 95°F 32 - 95°F 93,1°F NA
r=^
c
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Table 7. Receiver stability
	
IV 	 1
	
N v	 BT
CHANNEL 6V1µ V (S + N) 6V1µ V (N ONLY)
COMPUTED MEASURED COMPUTED MEASURED
1 0.99 1.02 0.87 0.83
2 1.02 0.83 0.92 0.81
3 1.07 1.16 0.99 1.25
4 1.11 0.99 1.04 0.91
5 1.21 1.10 1.16 1.03
6 1.29 1.33 1.28 1.02
7 1.40 1.46 1.44 1.65
8 1.48 1.36 1.59 1.33
9 1.59 1.45 1.79 1.54
10 1.65 1.36 1.98 2.21
11 1.80 1.25 2.15 2.23
12 1.95 1.60 2.32 2.09
13 1.01 0.91 0.86 0.53
14 1.02 0.97 0.86 0.80
15 1.02 0.81 0.86 0.81
DATA TAKEN FROM MODE 10 ON DAY 218
20 DATA POINTS AVERAGED
r.,r
Table & Channel 1 Noise Figure
k
DAY MODE TDA TEMPERATURE, °C NOISE FIGURE 	 dB
195 1 35.7 5.3
206 2 30.3 5.2
208 3 35.2 5.0
188 4 35.6 5.4
208 5 35.4 5.0
201 6 35.8 5.3
210 7 34,1 5.1
211 8 34.8 5.0
218 9 35.5 11
218 10 35.5 5.1
USING VS +N VOLTAGE AND AVERAGING VALUES FOR BOTH HIGH AND LOW
FREQUENCY L. 0. 's FREQUENCY
AVERAGED OVER 4 MINUTES OF DATA (64 POINTS)
i
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Table 9.. Short term calibration stability 	 }
r
6v N 	 I
Pv N	 ^BTN
COMPUTED MEASURED
LOW CAL	 HIGH CAL	 LOW CAL	 HIGH CAL
LOW fREQ	 LOW FREQ
	
HIGH FREQ	 HIGH FREQ
0.87 0.84	 1.07	 0.$0	 0.94
DATA TAKEN IN MODE 9 ON DAY 218
32 DATA POINTS AVERAGED
4M
i
Table 10. Receiver noise level stability test for RFI
Q
µvN	 BTN
CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 12 CHANNEL 15
COMPUTED 0.87 2.32 0.86
ANT 1V 1.12 2.99 1.40
ANT 2V 0.83 2.30 0.97
ANT 3V 0.76 1.66 0.65
ANT 4V 1.00 2.54 0.72
a ANT 1H 0.97 2.04 1.12
:E ANT 2H 0.78 1.53 0.86
ANT 3H 0.81 1.71 0.93
ANT 4H 1.08 1.93 1.04
* 20 QATA POINTS AVERAGED
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